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We obtain some new results on blow-up for the heat equation with nonlinear
sources by transformation into an absorption problem. Our work is related to that
of Kawohl and Peletier who first developed such a transformation in some special
cases. Here we provide a systematic method for constructing a suitable transforma-
tion by using the class of regularly varying functions. Through regularization we
obtain a precise characterization of the blow-up set as zeros of a certain e-steady-
state. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work we would like to characterize the blow-up set of positive
w xsolutions of semi-linear equations. In 7 , the blow-up set of positive
solutions for equations
< < 2u s Du q l f u y a =u .t
was shown to be equivalent to a dead core problem for
¨ s D¨ y h ¨ . .t
w xThis fact was noticed previously by several authors, as pointed out in 3, 7 .
w xIt is the aim of this note to extend the method in 7 to more general
 .nonlinearities f x, u, =u , where the gradient is not assumed to have a
quadratic power. In this case the transformed equation is more difficult to
deal with because it contains a singular term.
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 .We shall be concerned with the study of positive solutions u x, t of
u s Du q l f x , u , =u , x g V , t ) 0 .t 1 . u x , 0 s h x G 0, u ­ V , t s 0. .  .  .
  .  .   ..  .Let us define ¨ x, t by the Ansatz u x, t s s ¨ x, t where s ¨ is
 .  .  .smooth, one to one, s 0 s ` and s 0 s 1. Clearly ¨ x, t , is then formally
a solution of
¡ Ys ¨ .2< <¨ s D¨ q =¨ q lg x , ¨ , =¨ , x g V , t ) 0 .Xt~ s s . 2 .¢ y1¨ x , 0 ' s h x , ¨ ­ V , t s 1, .  .  . .
 .   . X . . X .where g x, ¨ , =¨ s f x, s ¨ , s ¨ =¨ rs ¨ . It is readily seen that the
< < 2 Y . X .. w xmain difficulty arises from the term =¨ s ¨ rs ¨ . In 7 , this term
cancels with a similar term coming from the u-equation, and thus the
¨-equation is very simple. One of the questions we address here is: How do
 .   ..we choose the transformation u x, t s s ¨ x, t in a systematic way? We
shall see that the class of regularly varying functions will help estimate
Y . X .  .  .s ¨ rs ¨ . Since s 0 s `, the blow-up set of the solution u x, t corre-
 .sponds to the set of zeros of ¨ x, t . One way of finding the zeros of the
 .solutions ¨ x, t is to examine the steady states. It is well known that under
general assumptions that if solutions do not blow-up in finite time or
become unbounded at infinity, they should tend to a steady state. If the
steady state changes sign then the solution must have had a first zero at a
finite time. This first zero is what we are looking for, since it corresponds
to a blow-up point of the original equation.
< < 2 Y . X ..Our approach allows us to include the term =¨ s ¨ rs ¨ , which is
the starting point for our analysis and will lead us to a model for the
 .¨-equation. this way we can include classical equations, where f x, u, =u
reduces to eu, or u p.
2. PRELIMINARIES
 .A natural class of functions to use for s ¨ is the space of regularly
w xvarying functions, see 10 . In simple words, these are functions character-
ized by their growth at infinity. Basically a positive measurable function
 .L x is of slow growth if
L xl .
Lim s 1 ;l ) 0.x ª` L x .
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 .A function f x is a regularly varying function at `, which we denote by
RV`, ifa
f x s x aL x . .  .
X .If g x is continuous for large x, then
xgX x .
`Lim s a m g x g RV . .x ª` ag x .
For example, e x and eyx are not RV functions but, Lnx is RV `, i.e., slow0
variation. Observe that RV functions are not necessarily increasing, and an
eventually positive function that has a positive limit is a slowly varying
function.
We now explain the main motivation behind the choice of the transfor-
 .  .mation, s ¨ . We would like to find s ¨ if possible such that
 .  .   . X . . X .a g x, ¨ , =¨ [ f x, s ¨ , s ¨ =¨ rs ¨ F c - 0 is continuous for
w x¨ g 0, 1
 . Y . X .b ¨s ¨ rs ¨ - 0 and bounded.
 .  .Condition a helps the solution ¨ x, t to decrease so as to have a zero
 .in finite time, i.e., blow-up of the solution u x, t . Indeed a solution of
¨ s D¨ y lc, ¨ s 1t ­ V
 .is then an upper solution of 2 which develops zeros in finite time, given a
sufficient large set V or a sufficiently large l.
 .  .The way to construct the mapping s ¨ for the general case f x, u, =u
is not an obvious matter; however, one can do it in the particular case
when the following lower estimate is available
< <f x , u , p G R u q h p as u ª `. 3 .  .  .  .
 .It suffices then to define the function s ¨ as a smooth asymptotic
<  . <inverse of ur R u , i.e.,
s ¨ .
7 ¨ as ¨ ª 0. 4 .
< <R s ¨ . .
 .We shall now summarize the properties of such a function s ¨
<  . <PROPOSITION 1. Let R u be a positi¨ e, continuous real function for
<  . < `u ) 0 and such that ur R u g RV where y` - a - 0 thena
 .  . 01 There exists a unique smooth and decreasing s ¨ g RV , such1r a
 . <   .. <that s ¨ r R s ¨ 7 ¨ as ¨ ª 0.
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 .  .2 s ¨ ª ` as ¨ ª 0.
 .  .  . <   .. < w x  .3 a ¨ [ s ¨ r¨ R s ¨ is bounded, ¨ g 0, 1 , and a l ª 1 as
¨ ª 0.
 . X . 0 <   .. < X . w x4 If s ¨ is RV , then R s ¨ s ¨ is bounded for ¨ g 0, 11r ay1
Y . X .and ¨s ¨ rs ¨ is bounded.
w x Proof. By standard results, see 10, p. 21 , there exists a unique at
. `  .  . 0infinity smooth C , decreasing function s ¨ such that s ¨ g RV ,1r a
y1 . <  . <s u 7 ur R u as u ª `. Due to the fact that a - 0, it follows that
 .s ¨ ª ` as ¨ ª 0. From
s ¨ .
¨ 7 , ¨ ª 0
< <R s ¨ .
 .  .  .follows a ¨ 7 1 as ¨ ª 0. Boundedness of the function a ¨ [ s ¨ r
<   .. < w x  . <   .. <¨ R s ¨ for ¨ g 0, 1 follows from the continuity of s ¨ and R s ¨
only.
Next write
< < < <R s ¨ ¨ R s ¨ s ¨ 1 1 .  .  . .  .
s s .X X Xs ¨ s ¨ ¨s ¨ a ¨ ¨s ¨ rs ¨ .  .  .  .  .  .
X .Since s ¨ is of regular variation and continuous it follows that
 . X .  .s ¨ r¨s ¨ ª 1r 1ra y 1 and so is bounded and continuous at ¨ s 0.
<   .. < X .  <   .. < X ..Hence R s ¨ rs ¨ is continuous and as ¨ ª 0 lim R s ¨ rs ¨¨ ª 0
  . X ..  . X . 0s lim s ¨ r¨s ¨ s 1r 1ra y 1 . Since s ¨ is RV , and¨ ª 0 1ray1
 Y . X ..smooth it follows that lim ¨s ¨ rs ¨ s 1ra y 2 is finite.¨ ª 0
<  . <Remark. ur R u is not assumed to be decreasing. In other words the
crux of the matter is
u
`g RV , where a - 0a< <R u .
 .which implies the existence of unique positive asymptotic inverse s ¨ such
 .  . X .that 4 holds. Therefore if 3 holds, and s ¨ - 0
X < < Xf x , s ¨ , s ¨ =¨ R s ¨ h s ¨ =¨ .  .  .  . .  .  .
g x , ¨ , =¨ s F q . X X Xs ¨ s ¨ s ¨ .  .  .
h sX ¨ =¨ . .
2F yc q .Xs ¨ .
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An important particular case for the u-equation is
u s Du q l f u , x g V , t ) 0 .t 5 . u x , 0 s h x G 0, u ­ V , t s 0. .  .  .
 . `If urf u g RV , a - 0 then the ¨-equation is of the forma
¡ 2< <=¨
¨ s D¨ y A ¨ y lg ¨ , x g V , t ) 0 .  .t~ 6 .¨¢ y1¨ x , 0 ' s h x , ¨ ­ V , t s 1, .  .  . .
 . Y . X .  . <   .. < X .where A ¨ [ y¨s ¨ rs ¨ and g ¨ [ y f s ¨ rs ¨ are bounded
positive functions.
We now move to the general case and in order to avoid unnecessary
 .restrictions on the nonlinearity f x, u, =u due to the construction of the
 .  .mapping s ¨ , we shall assume that one has used a mapping u s s ¨ such
that
w xCondition A .
v
X 0 .s ¨ g RV where b F y1b
v
2 X Y .  .  .s ¨ g C , s ¨ - 0, and s ¨ ) 0.
w xAs a consequence of this condition it follows, see 10, p. 7 ,
¨sY ¨ .
lim s ¨ s `, and 0 F F M - `. . Xys ¨¨ª0  .
w x  .If Condition A holds then Eq. 2 takes the form
¡ 2< <=¨
¨ s D¨ y A ¨ q lg x , ¨ , =¨ , x g V , t ) 0 .  .t~ 7 .¨¢ y1¨ x , 0 ' s h x , ¨ ­ V , t s 1, .  .  . .
 . Y . X .where the function A ¨ [ ¨s ¨ ry s ¨ is bounded. It is easily seen
 .  .   . . X .that an ideal choice of s ¨ would leave g x, ¨ , p s f x, s ¨ , p rs ¨ -
n w xyc - 0 for ;p g R , ¨ g 0, 1 .
EXAMPLES. Consider
 . u  . u1 u s Du q le , x g V bounded where R u s e . Clearlyt
Xyuu ue .
lim s y`yuueuª`
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 .and so we cannot use Proposition 1. Nevertheless we can still look for s ¨
 .such that 4 holds, that is,
s ¨ .
7 ¨ as ¨ ª 0, s ¨ ª `. .s¨ .e
X . X . s¨ . ys¨ .Using L'Hopital's rule we end up with s ¨ rs ¨ e 7 ¨ or e 7 ¨
 .  .which implies s ¨ s ylog ¨ and the ¨-equation is given by ¨ s D¨ yt
< < 2  . w x X .=¨ r¨ y l. Observe that the function s ¨ satisfies Condition A , s ¨
0  . Y . X .s 1r¨ is RV , and A ¨ s y¨s ¨ rs ¨ s 1 is constant. Also in thisy1
 .case the nonlinear function reduces to g ¨ s y1.
 .  . p  .  .2 Consider f u s u with p ) 1. Then by 4 , s u is the inverse
 . 1yp `  . 1r1yp. 0of urf u s u g RV , i.e., s ¨ s ¨ g RV . Clearly u s1yp 1r py1. t
< < py1Du q l u u is transformed into
< < 2=¨
¨ s D¨ q a y 1 y p y 1 l, .  .t ¨
 .  .  .where a [ 1r 1 y p . Here again the function g x, ¨ , =¨ s y p y 1 l
is a negative constant which can be obtained from Proposition 1.
 .3 We now come to an important example, namely the Chipot]
Weissler equation
< < q < < py1u s Du y =u q l u u.t
<  . < p  . 1r1yp.Here R u s u and by the previous example we have s ¨ s ¨
and the corresponding ¨-equation reads as
< < 2=¨ qy1 qqy1.ay1.< < < <¨ s D¨ q a y 1 y a ¨ =¨ y p y 1 l, .  .t ¨
 .where a s 1r 1 y p . This is a difficult case because the nonlinear term
changes sign. Recall that it was obtained that blow-up occurs if q -
 .2 pr p q 1 . We shall recover the same result by a different method.
3. REGULARIZATION
 .We now shall discuss Eq. 2 in order to derive properties of the solution
 . < < 2of Eq. 1 . Unfortunately the ¨-equation contains the singular term =¨ r¨
that is contributed by the Laplacian. Clearly this term will cause quenching
as the solution reaches zero, and the obvious remedy is to regularize.
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The regularized equation, called the ¨ e-equation is given by
¡ e e¨ A ¨ .2e e e e e< <¨ s D¨ y =¨ q lg x , ¨ , =¨ , x g V , t ) 0 .t 2e 2~ 8 .¨ q e .¢¨ x , 0 s k x , ¨ ­ V , t s 1, .  .  .
 . y1  ..  .where k x s s h x F 1. Observe that Eq. 8 has a quadratic growth
<  . <in = ¨ , which is a critical exponent for the existence of classical solu-
w xtions, see 8, 2 . Notice that this regularization takes care of one term only
 .and the second problem comes from the nonlinearity f x, u, =u . Indeed
 .   . X .  .. X .g x, ¨ , =¨ ' f x, s ¨ , s ¨ = ¨ rs ¨ may be unbounded as ¨ ª 0 if
 .gradient terms are present in f x, u, =u . This singular case will be treated
separately and includes the Chipot]Weissler equation. Since the term
< e < 2 e  e .  e .2 2 .y =¨ ¨ A ¨ r ¨ q e comes from the Laplacian, it should not be
responsible for the blow-up. This alone leads us to consider a simpler
 .  .equation comparable to 8 with e s ` , that we shall agree to call the
w-equation
w s Dw q lg x , w , =w , x g V , t ) 0 .t 9 . w x , 0 s k x , w ­ V , t s 1. .  .  .
 .Observe that if e ª 0 then Eq. 8 will correspond to the ¨-equation, and
 .if e ª ` then Eq. 8 will yield the w-equation.
 .4. REGULAR g x, ¨ , =¨
 .  .Now let us assume that s ¨ is chosen so that the functions A ¨ and
2 Ä .  .  .g x, ¨ , p have C extensions A ¨ and g x, ¨ , p for ¨ - 0 and ¨ ) 1 andÄ
; x, p. This is easily achieved if
­
X Yg x , 0 q , p , A 0 q , A 0 , A 0 , g x , 0 q , p , .  .  .  .  .
­ ¨
­ 2
g x , 0 q , p are finite. .2­ ¨
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This simple condition will help obtain global existence of solutions for the
regularized equation. We now look for sufficient conditions for the exis-
e  .tence of the family of solutions ¨ for each e g 0, 1 of
¡ e eÄ¨ A ¨ .2e e e e e< <¨ s D¨ y =¨ q lg x , ¨ , D¨ , x g V , t ) 0 .Ät 2~ e 2¨ q e .¢¨ x , 0 s k x , ¨ ­ V , t s 1. .  .  .
10 .
The simplest way to obtain upper and lower solutions, independent of e .
w xPROPOSITION 2. Assume that Condition A holds and
 . n1 V is a bounded domain in R , with a smooth boundary, ­ V g
C 2qb, say.
n .  .2 There exists ¨ x , c g R , and b g R such that ; x g V, t ) 0
< < 2c .M F l c . x q b g x , c . x q b , c , c . x q b - 0 .  .Ä ) . D¨ q g x , ¨ , =¨ F 0; ¨ ­ V G 1, .  .Ã
Ä .where M ' sup A ¨ ) 0, and c . x q b - 0 - ¨ .
 .  . <  . <  . < < 2 .3 There exists c m such that g x, ¨ , p - c m 1 q p for ¨ gÄ
w x n  .ym, m , ;p g R where c m is locally bounded.
Ä .  .  .4 g x, ¨ , p and A ¨ are Holder continuous with respect to x, ¨ , pÄ
with exponent b.
Ä .5 ­ gr­ ¨ , ­ gr­ p , ­ Ar­ ¨ are bounded if ¨ , p are bounded.Ä Ä i
 .  .  .  .6 Dk x q lg x, 1, 0 s 0 and =k x s 0 for x g ­ V.Ä
e  .  . e  .Then ;e ) 0 there exists a unique solution ¨ x, t of Eq. 10 , ¨ x, t g
H 2qb , 1qb r2 for all T ) 0 and such thatQT
ec . x q b F ¨ F ¨ ,
w .where Q s V = 0, T .T
w xProof. The proof is classical, see, for example, Theorem 6.1 in 8 , and
U .so we need only recall the main points. It is readily seen that implies
that ¨ is an upper solution and c . x q b is a negative lower solution. Since
the set V is bounded we have the solution ¨ e bounded for each e ) 0.
The existence of the solution ¨ e for each e ) 0 follows from the remaining
assumptions. Observe that T is arbitrary and so we have global existence.
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Remark. To show that the solution is a priori bounded we can use the
 . 2 2 2following condition: g x, ¨ , 0 G yb ¨ y b , instead of the second as-Ä 1 2
w x  .sumption. In 2 , it is shown that condition 3 is sufficient to obtain an a
priori bound for the gradient. This helps deduce global existence of the
solution of a similar parabolic equation and also the existence of a steady
w xstate; see Section 2 and Lemma 3.1 in 2 .
We can replace the second condition by the existence of upper and
lower solutions, defined for small values of t, to obtain local existence
only.
Remark. The solution ¨ e may not always be positive, and what matters
is the set where it vanishes.
Let us set
e Ä e¨ A ¨ .2e e e e< <F ¨ ' y =¨ q lg x , ¨ , =¨ .  .Äe 2e 2¨ q e .
 .  .and so F ¨ is the nonlinear term in 10 .e e
PROPOSITION 3. Assume that conditions of Proposition 2 hold, e G e )1 2
0, and ¨ e2 ) 0 for 0 - t - T , then ¨ e1 G ¨ e2 ) 0 for x g V, T ) t ) 0.
Proof. This follows directly from the maximum principle and condition
 .5 in Proposition 2, since
F ¨ ) F ¨ . .  .e e1 2
We now examine the connection between the blow-up of positive
 . esolutions u x, t and the function ¨ .
 .  .PROPOSITION 4. Assume that for a certain e ) 0 there ' x e , T e such0
e  .  U . U  .that ¨ x , T s 0 then u x , T s ` for some T F T e , i.e., the solu-0 0
 .tion u x, t blows up.
 .Proof. We only need to prove that if u x, t is bounded for t - T then
e 0 y1  ..¨ ) 0 for all e ) 0. Observe that ¨ ' s u x, t exists and is well
defined. This also means that ¨ 0 ) 0. To conclude, use Proposition 3 to
deduce that ¨ e ) ¨ 0 ) 0.
We now work out the converse.
PROPOSITION 5. Assume that the conditions of Proposition 2 hold and
;e ) 0 ¨ e x , t G a ) 0 ; x , t g Q .  . T
 .then the solution u x, t has no blow-up in Q .T
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove that ¨ 0 exists and ¨ 0 G a ) 0. To this
end we shall show that the sequence ¨ e is bounded in C1qb r2. If weQT
e  e . w xassume that 1 ) ¨ G a ) 0 then F ¨ satisfies Theorem 6.1 in 8 ,e
w xindeed by Condition A , the term
e Ä e¨ A ¨ M .2 2e e< < < <=¨ F =¨ .2e 2 a¨ q e .
This implies that all solutions ¨ e are uniformly bounded in H 2qb , 1qb r2 ;QT
C1qb r2, from which we deduce that the set ¨ e is compact in C1qnQ QT T
where n - br2. Therefore the limit ¨ 0 exists, ¨ 0 ) a ) 0, and the corre-
 .  0.sponding solution u x, t s s ¨ does not blow up.
e  .We now would like to give sufficient conditions for ¨ x, t to have
 .zeros or equivalency for the blow-up of the solution u x, t to occur.
PROPOSITION 6. Assume that conditions of Proposition 2 hold, and the
 .  .solution w x, t has a zero in Q , then the solution u x, t blows up in Q .T T
 .Proof. The existence of the solution w x, t follows from Proposition 2,
 . eand observe that w x, t is an upper solution for ¨ . Clearly from 0 F
e 2 e Ä e e 2 2< <   .  . .=¨ ¨ A ¨ r ¨ q e follows
Dw q lg x , w , =w y w F D¨ e q lg x , ¨ e , =¨ e y ¨ e .  .Ä t t
< < eand w G ¨ and so w G ¨ for t G 0 and x g V. To conclude­ V ­ Ve
 . e  .observe that if w x, t has a zero then ¨ x, t has a zero and the result
follows from Proposition 4.
5. STEADY STATES CRITERIA
 .We can use the steady state of Eq. 9 to deduce similar sufficient
conditions.
PROPOSITION 7. Assume that conditions of Proposition 2 hold
1 ­ g x , w , h r­ w F 0 for small enough w x , t g C 3 ;T ) 0 .  .  .Ä QT
D z x q lg x , z , =z - 0 .  .Ä
2 'z x such that .  .  z ­ V G a for small enough a ) 0 .
3 'p g V such that z p s 0. .  .
 .Then blow-up is possible for the solution u x, t .
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 .Proof. Proposition 2 ensures global existence of the solution w x, t ,
 . w xand existence of a steady state, S x say; for the proof we refer to 2 .
 .From condition 1 and the maximum principle we deduce uniqueness of
 .  .  .the steady state. In condition 2 one inequality is strict, so S x - Z x ,
and hence the steady state must change its sign. Now it remains to show
that there exists a positive initial condition such that the corresponding
solution will converge to the steady state. This would imply a zero crossing
 .for w x, t and blow-up follows from Proposition 5. To this end choose
k x ' z x q cf x , .  .  .
 .  .where f x is the first positive eigenfunction of the laplacian, yDf x s
 .  .l f x , and f ­ V s 0. We now would like to show that the solution is1
decreasing in time. Clearly from
w x , 0 s D z y l cf x q lg x , z q cf , = z q cf .  .  . .Ät 1
and the smoothness of g we deduce the existence of c such thatÄ 0
 .w x, 0 - 0. Also from the fact that w s 0 and the maximum principlet <­ V
 .applied to the equation satisfied by w , we obtain that w - 0 for x, t gt t
 .Q . This means that the sequence w x, n is decreasing and bounded fromT
 .below. Thus it will converge pointwise to a function l x . By using Dini's
 .  .theorem we conclude that w x, n ª l x uniformly in V. From Theorem
w x2.2 in 2 we have that
5 5 1q m , 1qm .r2 5 5 5 5 2w x , t F g w , h x . .  . .C Q . CQ . CT T
 . 1qm r2This estimation means the sequence w x, n is bounded in C and soV
1qn  .  .compact in C for n - mr2. Therefore we have w x, n ª l x andV
 .  .=w x, n ª =l x uniformly in V.
 .By using a standard argument we can show that l x is a weak solution
of the steady state problem. Now looking at the steady state equation as a
  .   ...linear equation and using the fact that g x, l x , = l x is smooth weÄ
 .deduce that l x is a strong solution. From the uniqueness it follows that
 .  .  .S x s l x and so there exists N such that w x, n changes sign for
 .n ) N, i.e., u x, t blows up.
Remark. The condition ``small w'' is similar to ``large enough u'' as
w xused in 6 .
If the test is not conclusive for w, i.e., ¨`, recall that
w s ¨` G ¨ e G ¨ 0 s sy1 u .
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e  .and we can try to look at the ¨ solution of 10 and allow e to be small.
By repeating essentially similar arguments to the above proof we shall
obtain
PROPOSITION 8. Assume that conditions of Proposition 2 hold
2 21 ­r­ w wA w h r w q e q lg x , w , h F 0 .  .  .  .Ä
3 nfor small w x , t g C ;T ) 0, h g R . QT
z¡ 2 Ä< <D z x y =z A z q lg x , z , =z - 0 .  .  .Ä2~ z q e2 'z x such that .  . ¢z ­ V G a for small a ) 0 .
3 'p g V such that z p s 0. .  .
 .Then blow-up is possible for the solution u x, t , i.e., we can find an initial
<  .  .  .  .  .condition u s s a , u x, 0 s h x , such that u x, t ª `, as x, t ª­ V
 .x , T .0
For the next result we shall denote by m the first eigenvalue of
ÄyDF x s mF x , x g V .  .
11 . ÄF ­ V s 0, .
Ä  .  .where V ; V and F x / 0 if x g V. Let R c, x represent the real
valued function defined by
1
R c, x ' lg x , z q cF , = z q cF .  . .Ä
F x .
12 .
­ R
n ' sup u c, x . .x g V , 0 - u -1 ­ c
PROPOSITION 9. Assume that conditions of Proposition 2 hold, and there
 .exists a steady state S x of the w-equation which changes sign. Assume that
m ) n then blow-up is possible
 .  .  .  .Proof. Consider k x ' S x q c 0 F x and let us find an upper
 .  .  .  .  .solution of the form D x, t ' S x q c t F x , where c t ) 0 and
D S q c t F x q g x , S q cF , = S q cF y cX t F x F 0. .  .  .  .  . .  .Ä
In other words we have
ycX y cm q R c, x q R 0, x F 0. .  .
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Thus it is sufficient to require that
ycX q c n y m F 0. .
 .  .  . .One solution is to take c t s c 0 Exp n y m t . Indeed if x is such that0
 .S x - 0, then there exists T such that0
w x , t - S x q c 0 Exp n y m T - 0. .  .  .  .0
The previous proposition implies that we have a blow-up of the solution
 .u x, t .Ç
 .6. g x, ¨ , =¨ IS SINGULARÄ
In this section we shall examine the case when g cannot be defined orÄ
extended for changing sign functions. Therefore we do not have global
existence and so we can assume only local existence for the solution.
Clearly the Chipot]Weissler equation falls in this case, and we know that
 .blow-up is possible for u x, t . Using the same notations as previously we
obtain.
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 10. Assume that conditions 1 , 4 ] 6 of Proposition 2
 .hold so as to ha¨e local existence and
 .  . 2 .  .   .  ..  .1 'z x g C V , D z x q lg x, z x , =z x - 0, and z ­ V G rÄ
for small enough r
 .  .2 'p such that z p s 0
 .3 m ) n
 .  .  .   .4 for any a ) 0 'n t ) 0 for 0 - t F d a such that lg x, n t ,Ä
. X .  .0 G n t and n 0 s a and ; x g V.
 .Then blow-up for the solution u x, t is possible.
 .Proof. We need to show the existence of k x such that the corre-
 .  .sponding solution w x, t reaches z x in finite time. Let us look for an
 .  .  .  .  .upper solution of the form s x, t s z x q c t F x where F x is the
 .first positive eigenfunction of the laplacian in a larger domain, see 11 .
Consider the expression
T c ' D z x q c t F x .  .  .  . .
q lg x , z x q c t F x , = z x q c t F x . .  .  .  .  .  . . .Ä
 .  .Clearly T c is defined for any c t G 0. From the smoothness conditions
 .  .on the function g x, ¨ , h we deduce that the existence of c 0 ) 0 suchÄ
 .  .  .  .  .that T c F d - 0. Let k x s z x q c 0 F x . Next we obtain a condi-0 y
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 .  .tion on c t ) 0 such that s x, t is an upper solution. To this end it is
sufficient that
cX t F x q mc t F x .  .  .  .
G lg x , z x q cF x , = z x q cF x y lg x , z x , =z x . .  .  .  .  .  . .  . .Ä Ä
From the third condition we deduce
cX t q m y n c G d . .  . y
One solution for this inequality is a solution of
cX s n y m c q d . y
 .   .  .. nym . t  .that is c t s c 0 y d r m y n e q d r m y n .y y
 .  .Clearly as t ª ` then c t ª d r m y ¨ and so the upper solutiony
 .s x, t becomes negative. In order to prove existence of a solution we need
 .to find a lower solution. By condition 4 , we have a local lower solution, in
 .the interval 0, d . If the solution has a zero for t s d then we are done,y y
 .otherwise the solution is bounded away from zero, that is, inf w x, dx g V y
' a ) 0. Obtain a new lower solution defined by1
t G d , nX t F lg x , n t , 0 , n d s a , .  .  . .Äy y 1
and repeat the same previous argument. Since the upper solution becomes
negative the solution must also have a zero. By Proposition 4 this implies
  ..blow up of the solution u x, t .
From a practical point of view we can look for an upper solution for the
w-equation of the form
D x , t ' z x q c t . .  .  .
This will greatly simplify the procedure. In this case we need
D z q lg x , z q c t , =z x F cX t , c t G 0. .  .  .  . .Ä
This condition can be rewritten as
D z q lg x , z , =z q lg x , z q c t , =z x y lg x , z , =z F cX t . .  .  .  .  . .Ä Ä Ä
 .  Let us assume that D z q lg x, z, =z F d - 0 and sup ­ g x, z qÄ Ä0 x g V
. .c, z r­ c ' d F 0 then we obtain
d q dc t F cX t . .  .0
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A positive solution of this inequality is given by
c t s c 0 q d t . .  . 0
 .  .  .Thus D x, t s z x q c t is an upper solution of the w-equation that
changes sign. For the lower solution we proceed in the same manner as
 .done previously. This means blow-up for the solution u x, t . Thus we have
shown
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 11. Assume that conditions 1 , 4 ] 6 of Proposition 2
hold and
 .  . 2  .   .1 'z x g C , D z q lg x, z, =z F d - 0, z ­ V G r, for smallÄV 0
enough r.
 .   . .  .2 sup ­ g x, z q c, =z r­ c ' d F 0 for c g 0, a whereÄx g V
a ) 0.
 .  .  .   .3 for any a ) 0, 'n t ) 0 for 0 - t F d a such that lg x, n t ,Ä
. X .  .0 G n t , n 0 s a x g V.
 .Then blow up is possible for the solution u x, t , i.e., there exists a solution
that blows up in finite time.
7. EXAMPLES
We have already seen some examples of the u and ¨-equation, such as
the Chipot]Weissler equation. We now would like to study the blow-up.
 .1 Consider the classical example
u < <u s Du q le , x g V , V - `.t
As previously seen the corresponding regularized ¨-equation is
< < 2=¨ ¨
¨ s D¨ y y l,t 2 2e q ¨
 .  .where u s s ¨ ' ylog ¨ . For the sake of simplicity let us show that for
 < < 4 U  .simple domains, such as balls, V s B ' xr x F a there is a l a sucha
U  .that blow up occurs in finite time if l ) l a . In this case for the upper
 . a < <solution we can choose z r s sr where a G 2 and r ' x . The condition
to be satisfied by the upper solution of the w-equation is
D z y l - 0 z ­ V s 1 .
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or equivalently
s a q n y 2 a r ay2 - l, 0 - r - a . . asa s 1.
Combining both conditions it is sufficient to require that
a 2 q n y 2 a .
F l.
aa
With the choice a s 2 we obtain lU ' 2nra2 - l.
 .2 We now move to the second example, namely u s Du qt
< < py1l u u where u is a positive function. As shown, the ¨-equation, where gÄ
is also regularized, is given by
< < 2p =¨ ¨
¨ s D¨ q q 1 y p l, .t 2 21 y p e q ¨
where u s ¨ 1r1yp.. The w-equation is simply
w s Dw y p y 1 l, .t
 .   .where at the boundary ¨ ­ V s w ­ V s 1 say. As previously done for
 . 2the case where V s B , we choose again z x s sr as an upper solution.a
 . 2To this end we need 2 sn q 1 y p l - 0 and sa s 1, that is, l )
2 .2nra p y 1 .
 .3 We finally treat the Chipot]Weissler equation using Proposition
 . 1r1yp.11. By using the same substitution s ¨ s ¨ , p ) 1 the ¨-equation
reduces to
< < 2 < < q1 =¨ ¨ a qqy1.ay1. < <¨ s D¨ q y ¨ =¨ y p y 1 l. .t 2 2 /1 y p ae q ¨
Therefore
< < qy1 b < < qg x , ¨ , =¨ ' a ¨ =¨ y p y 1 l, .  .Ä
 . .where b ' q y 1 a y 1 - 0, and so g is singular. For the secondÄ
 < < 4  .condition if V s B s xr x - g , we can choose the function z x to beg
 . 2 2 < <simply of the form z x s r ra where r s x and gra G 1. Observe that
the first condition of Proposition 11 holds. Thus by Proposition 11 it is
sufficient to satisfy
2n
ay1q 2 bqq y2 bqq.< <q 2 a r a y p y 1 l F 0. 13 .  .2a
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It is readily seen that if 2b q q ) 0 then it is possible to find a value l
 .such that 13 is satisfied. If the values l and p are fixed then we can
 .choose a large enough such that 13 holds, that is,
2n
ay1q < <q 2 a - p y 1 l. .2a
Next from
­ g 2 q by1q1 q< <x , z q c, =z s a b z q c r F 0 .  .2 q­ c a
 .  .and for the lower solution we can take n t s a y p y 1 lt and so
 .d s ar p y 1 l ) 0. We deduce that the three conditions of Propositiony
 .11 hold and so blow up occurs if 2b q q ) 0, i.e., 1 - q - 2 pr p q 1
and a is large enough.
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